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New Hope Campus Campaign
Dear Unafaa Family,

OVERVIEW

Unafaa International seeks to minister to orphans, widows, victims of human trafficking, and underserved
young adults in Kenya by being the catalyst to break generational poverty. By providing education and
vocational training—along with healthcare, nutrition, emotional and spiritual support—these young men and
women may become the self-sufficient, self-sustaining people God created them to be.

Unafaa International points the underserved to a redemptive path. It exists to communicate the message
you matter in the practical, life-altering terms of feeding programs, healthcare, education, vocational
training, and job placement. By partnering with local community-based organizations, Unafaa empowers
young men and women to discover hope for their physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual lives.

GOALS
1. To raise another $125,000 by the end of 2024 (Unafaa has raised $40,000 to date).

2. Electricity, Water Pump System, Security wall equipped with gates, lights, and cameras, Ministry
Vehicle, Soccer Field, Storage, and Garages.

SPECIFICATIONS

In October 2022, Unafaa purchased 8.5 acres of property in Kikopey, Kenya. June 2023, Unafaa’s Hope
Teams cleared all 8.5 acres for the NHCC PHASE II to start. This property will be the home to Unafaa’s
community center, RenU workshops, training facilities, Feeding Programs, housing for teams and staff, an
apartment for aged-out orphans, a soccer field, and our community farming.

MILESTONES

Feeding Program and African Inland Church (Kikopey)
Through the leadership of our Project Managers in Kenya, Unafaa International has successfully
implemented the first feeding program in Gilgil for school-age children. Unafaa serves over 20 children
daily with feeding packs for their families on the weekend. We currently have many on our waiting list.
Unafaa also serves the children of AIC every Sunday, averaging 100 children each Sunday.

Educational Programs and RenU Workshop
Unafaa International has successfully implemented educational programs in Gilgil for individuals seeking life off
the streets. Unafaa has successfully graduated ten young men and women. We enroll students every
tri-semester throughout the year. RenU (our women’s sewing ministry) has celebrated One Year, and our store
opened in 2023.

We would love your partnership, donation, and prayers as we enter an exciting ministry stage! If you have
any questions, please feel free to contact one of the board members:

Ryan Bostater (Executive Director), Sam Reid (Vice-President), Courtnie Kuhn (Executive Assistant), Kim Bostater,
Tonda Bates, Jameson Vaughan, Lucy Nyutu (NGO/Treasurer), and Duncan Wanyonyi (Chief)
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